-----Original Message-----
From: [Information redacted]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2010 10:54 PM
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Subject: Congrats!

you are fucking scumbag, a liar and a fraud. I hope someone puts a bullet between your eyes.

From: [Information redacted]
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2010 5:34 PM
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Subject: Kill youself scum

Fuck you for your lies and deceit. You deserve to die. And if you don't take your own life, then I fucking hope someone does it for you.

-----Original Message-----
From: [Information redacted]
Sent: Sunday, February 07, 2010 2:47 AM
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Subject: sociopathic asshole, stop contemplating suicide and do it

Please, for Christ's sake, kill yourself.

You and I aren't the only ones who know that you're a lying prick.

I will if you will,

[Information redacted]

-----Original Message-----
From: [Information redacted]
Sent: 22 November 2009 15:09
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk; [Information redacted]
Subject: We now know you are pure bull shit. You are all now black listed

click here and see how we know how you fucked with humanity
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydo2Mwnwpac&feature=related> Your children and family will know because we know where you live. expect us at your door to say hello ^\-

-----------------------------

From: [Information redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2009 2:10 AM
To: Acton Edward Prof (VCO)
Subject: Climate Research Unit

1 All references of [Information redacted] indicate information exempted pursuant to s.40(2), Freedom of Information Act 2000.
It apparent, your school promotes and teaches terrorism to its limits. All along, we were not fooled by the arrogance, stupidity and greed of the circus clowns that inhabit the bowels and the stench of your university.

Those miserable liars and con artist for the last 2 decades or more used their position to disseminate untold hardships on everyone on this globe through either higher taxes, higher food prices, poverty, hunger and pig-headed economic policies based on pseudoscience by Left fuck nuts who inhabit your sleazy school.

They lied, cheated and committed fraud and massive scam that is 10,000 times greater than Bernie Madoff debacle. For what? To control and have power over people. The UN ran with this flag because they saw it as an opportunity to tax every nation so they can have one world government.

If anyone of those perverted assholes ever steps within the boundaries of the U.S., they decimated. We have 2nd amendment rights here and you as a stupid Briton probably doesn't know what that means. We have a right to bear arms and these perverted assholes will be wasted. We will have plans for you as well. If you bring your family all the merrier.

You fuck prick! Britain needs to kill these scam artist.

Subject: To tell the truth
From: [Information redacted]  
Date: Fri, November 27, 2009 5:56 pm  
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk

You are just a disgusting liar. Plain and simple.

Keep this in mind. Not all will tolerate your thieving lying ways when it impacts their family.

Beware of retribution upon yours.

Someone some where will hunt you down.

Subject: AGW
From: [Information redacted]  
Date: Sat, November 28, 2009 10:45 pm  
To: "p.jones" <p.jones@uea.ac.uk>

Phil-

Just a quick note to encourage you to do the right thing and shoot yourself in the head. Don't waste any more time, do it today. It is truly the greatest contribution to mankind that you will ever make.
wanker you wanker you need to be killed

From: [Information redacted] Sent: 17 February 2010 17:39
To: [Information redacted]
Subject: kill yourselves you cocksucking shiteaters

i hope you fuckers die slowly and painfully.
you are the scum of the earth and should be put in front of a firing squad.

update your google search, it should say ,widely known group of cocksuckers and liars that tried to enslave the world through a huge scam perpetrated by a bunch of fuckin cocksuckers, if was i charge you all would be lined up against a wall and shot.

Watching you cucksuckers fail about trying to justify your lies is great fun. If there is an environmental disaster I hope you scumbags are the first people killed.

Better yet, why not kill yourselves now and put the rest of us out of our misery?

Fuck off and die.

Go ahead LOSER.....

KILL YOURSELF. No one will care, and you'll be doing the world a service you PIECE OF SHIT.
From: [Redacted]
To: phil.jones@uea.ac.uk
Subject: Hello Phil Jones
Date: Mon, 23 Nov

Hello Phil i just want to let you know that you are in the wrong field trying to cram Global warming down peoples throats everyone knows about you and your cronies pimp game and guess what there is a knew sheriff in town so if you know what is good for you, you will crawl back under the rock that you came from.Know judging from the emails i dont think you are entirely corrupted so i would like to urge you to come and join with the rest of free humanity in the fight against the new world order be a good guy and stop trying to hurt people.but if you and your cronies try and keep on pulling this shit i will come down there and do something about it so dont push me nobody cares about your stupid little UN and climate change you have no army and nobody likes you besides the bottom line is we have all the guns and military training so at the end of the day we are going to see just how much you believe in you global warming and whether your willing to die for your so called “research” because i am definitely willing to doe to make sure you and your cronies dont get away with this and am not an iraqui im a fuckin Canadian and the reason why people think we are so nice is because when we arent nice nobody lives to fucking talk about it so just remeber your going up against 340 million heavily armed pissed off North Americans and i dont think you want that kind of heat on you because I know you aint tough enough i will smack the living shit out of you bitch so back the FUCk off I am a one man swat team You do not want to fuck with me OK do you get the picture friend?

--

Subject: climate change
From: [Redacted]
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Date: Thu Nov 26 08:32:13 2009

Hey you fuck face, I hope you and your family fucking die in a fire and burn in hell. You should be trying to save the world, not hide the truth. Its people like you who have fucked this world up for the good people. I pray EVERY night you die a slow and painfull death, you and everyone like you. Fuck You and your family. Go kill them then kill yourself mother fucker. Take a gun and blow your fucking brains out you fucking shit. Watch you back mother fucker. Im on my way... DIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

--

Date: Tue, 24 Nov 2009
From: [Redacted]
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk

A BIG FUCK YOU Asshole and your other fraudulent colleagues. Get a REAL productive job, rather than live via the subsidies of a fake academic world of make-believe. Should be asking your pal Gore for a commission on his money grabbing "market socialism" (as his business partner Ray, says) for swindling the public of millions. Not to mention the greatest frauds of all time "Carbon Credits" - a true fake commodity trading ever to exist. - akin to trading the transparent "emperor's clothes" But i assume you and your colleague's are laughing at the public and other idiots who believe in your flat-earth Bull shit.

Want to help the planet. Shoot yourself (better with a knife) in the fields and have nature grow on your remains, because that would be the only thing useful you would ever do for the planet or society for that matter.

Hasta la vista Asshole.
From: [Redacted]
To: 
Subject: disgrace
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009

Kill yourself.

--

From: [Redacted]
To: 
Subject: seems you have a slight problem
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009

Chaos has risen, Chaos has fed, Now chaos claws at the door to its cage and has broken the lock.  Reap the whirlwind of the tempest that is chaos!  simple fact about chaos that you failed to factor into your plot and plans, as the fact of the military axim of no plan withstands contact with the enemy has always been true.  chaos is in every facet of the reality we sentient live in, you and your project tried to selectively enforce stagnant order upon chaos and like water that has been frozen and expended...it has breahed the seals of its container and it is now free to roam yet again...you failed to plan for this and you failed to accept and acknowledge the truth of chaos, it also seems you and your colleages have set lose chaos upon the world there will be a backlash, you will be smeared and demonized to the world, if this is the infamy you sought you have done well.  did you even consider the ramifications of your actions upon the lives of innocent people?  there will be major social upheavals due to your actions, human nature is tied to chaos, all of humanity will react to this and it may well be deadly, you have aided the downfall of civilization for the next several hundred years, you are the barbarians that sacked europe, you are the visigoths that sundered rome...i hope it was worth the untold suffering you have set into motion.  all of this is the truth of chaos and the truth of stagnant order...man is blind to these aspects and always fails to see the truth and its consequences...sadly its too late to do anything more than to admit defeat and accept punishment and try to save as many lives as possible by confessing to your activities, if you lie further to the world it will simply make it worse for you, but if you implicated those that pushed for this you may well redeem yourself in a small manner and actually save your hide from the masses...so stop being a total fuctard and step up and save your ass by throwing your self upon the mercy of the people of the world...prison for a few years is better than dying at the hands of a mob that will rip you apart.  if you think your going to get away with this unscathed think again and do the research, you will find that you only have two choices 1; expose those responsable or 2; suicide.  there is no real third option, if you fail to suicide those that backed this may have you killed to keep you quiet, and if you turn and beg mercy from the public for full disclosure you will be protected...you did this to yourself and frankly you will not have much beyond these two options...and most likely your not likely to get away clean beyond these two options...and in all likehooed those that backed you the power brokers are going to in all essence will probibly have you killed in some staged accident, or you will simply disappear much like Dr. Moshe...face facts they will kill you, and i definately mean THEY WILL...that as well is a facet of chaos...you really should have talked and consulted some chaos therorsists concerning this before you started and formed a serious and effective backup strategy concerning what you were doing.  so mister Jones i wouldhighly suggest that you stop the denying and turn to people like Alex Jones the radio host and set the record straight...if you don't your a bigger fool than you realize...intelligence does not equate to true wisdom, and seeing what you have caused your definitive aspect of personal wisdomis seriously lacking...but in essence all of this is merely words and phrases...thus simply advice, so take it or leave it its your call...maybe next time you start into a questionable situation you will factor in chaos to your plans and take effective and appropriate action to ensure this never happens again...but the irony of the situation dictates
you won't learn from this...so enjoy the self-inflicted wound you gave yourself in this mess...and let it be a reminder of the true power of chaos. thank you for your time. Chaos Deathwalker. P.S. Just remember to smile when your masters ram the redhot poker up yer backside, its only proper to show your betters the appropriate manners as one of their slaves should...you have been played by the worlds elite enjoy the suffering they will inflict upon you.

--

[Redacted – out of scope of request]

YOU DIRTY......... SICK ......PERVERTED RAPIST ENGLISH ANGLICAN PROTESTANT BACKSTABBING BASTARDS. I AM SITTING HERE NOW AT THE COMPUTER TERMINAL WISHING YOU DEAD.……. YOU SICK DIRTY FILthy PERVERTED SHITHOUSE SPINELESS RAPIST KEYHOLE WANKING JERKS...YOU ARE SICK FILTHY PERVERTED BASTARDS AND THE FILTHY DIRTY WHORE ......INVOLVED IN IT......YOU ARE GOING TO BE LOOKING AT GLOBAL HATRED THAT WILL ERUPT IN YOUR FILTHY CONSPIRING...SHITHOUSE...PERVERTED FACES.......WHEN THEY REALISE WHAT KIND OF SICK SHITHOUSE COWARDLY SET UP THIS HAS BEEN.......AND ALL OF THAT IS AN UNDENIABLE FACT......THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE......AND YOU ARE DIRTY FILTHY PERVERTED SHITHOUSES.......BASTARDS YOU DIRTY SICK IN THE HEAD ENGLISH SHITHOUSES. I REALLY AM SITTING HERE SHAKING WITH RAGE WITHIN MYSELF YOU CUNTS......AND THAT IS YOUR OWN LANGUAGE......DIRTY FILTHY PERVERTED SHITHOUSE SET UP BACKSTABBING WANKING KEYHOLE JERKS......AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE......YOU HAVE GOT A GANG OF DIRTY FILTHY PERVERTS ON MY BACK AND HAVE SET ME UP......AND REGARDLESS OF WHAT ANYONE THINKS OF ME NOW YOU ARE EXPOSED FOPR WHAT YOU ARE YOU DIRTY FILTHY SHITHOUSE PERVERTS......WHAT YOU HAVE DONE HERE IS SICK BEFORE THE WORLD AND I WILL TELL YOU NOW I REALLY AM CLOSE TO KILLING ONE OF YOU AND PERSONALLY YOU SICK SHITHOUSE GOATHEADED BASTARDS I WANT YOU ALL DEAD FOR THIS AND WHEN THE WORLD SEES WHAT IT IS YOU HAVE DONE. YOU WILL BE BURIED BENEATH THE RUBBLE OF YOUR OWN DIRTY FILTHY SICK SHITHOUSE KEYHOLE WANKING JERK CHURCH.......YOU PERVERTED BACKSTABBING SHITHOUSE SCUM.......AND YOU.......YOU DIRTY SICK WHORE........AND THAT IS THE KIND OF SHITTY FILTHY SICK CONSPIRING FILTHY DIRTY PERVERTED SHITHOUSES THAT YOU ARE...YOU SHITHOUSE PROTESTANT, JEALOUS, SIT IN YOUR OWN SHITE BASTARDS.......I WANT YOU ALL DEAD FOR THIS YOU RAPIST BASTARDS......YOU DIRTY FUCKING BASTARDS...YOU ARE SHITHOUSE SCUM BASTARDS BEFORE THE WORLD...I HOPE IT DOES GO OFF...I'LL TELL YOU THIS MUCH...THERE IS NO MERCY FROM ME FOR YOU......NOT AFTER WHAT YOU HAVE DONE HERE AND DESTROYED.......YOU SICK SHITHOUSE PERVERTS...AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU ARE BEFORE THE WORLD......................I AM TO ANGRY TO TELL YOU WHAT HAS JUST GONE ON HERE...I'LL SIGN OFF...AND CONTINUE WHEN I CAN COMPOSE MYSELF...I AM CLOSE TO EXPLODING AND KILLING ONE OF THE BASTARDS ON SIGHT......AND I HAVE WORKED MIRACLES............ YOU DIRTY FILTHY SHITHOUSE PROTESTANT BASTARDS YOU MASONIC FILTHY FUCKING YOU ARE GOING TO BE HATED FOR THIS GLOBALLY........MORE WHEN I CAN STOP SHAKING........

--

______________________________

From: [Redacted]
To: 
Subject: One thing to say
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 2009

So, you've been caught in your little game of political corruption, pushing an agenda that I knew was bogus years ago. And to hear that the passing of a scientist that disagreed with you was a cheery moment makes me want to kick your fucking socialist ass in the worst way. Faggots like you will be dealt with, as now people will know what you did and will beat the
living shit out of you every time you show your sorry socialist ass in public. I'd kill you in a second if given the chance. I've grown to absolutely hate you leftist bastards and I'm now going to take physical action against you. You deserve it you fucking prick!

--

Subject: Climate Change
From: [Redacted]
Date: Fri, November 27, 2009 7:13 pm
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Cc: [Redacted]

Mr Jones, as with most all you climate change fools, you are in it for the money. You will lie, cheat and maybe even kill to promote your agenda. You sir are an insult to the human race. With people like you on earth there is no need for the devil, we already have you for that position. May God punish you severely for your untruthful actions. You really need to apologize to the world for your behavior. People like you make Americans sorry we came to your rescue in WW I and WW II. You sir are destined to rot in hell as is Al Gore.

--

Subject: Global fraud
From: [Redacted]
Date: Sat, November 28, 2009 1:45 pm
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk

So, you call yourself a scientist. You are a destroyer and you have been found out. May you twist exquisitely in the wind of your own making. May you burn in the fires of your non-existant warming. I spit on you and your 'science'.

--

From: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
Subject: To the Charlatans of Science
A word to the wise, "Truth is God and Truth alone Triumphs! You all have given real scientists a bad name. You will pay for your crimes in this world and the next but the good scientists will suffer with you.

--

From: [Redacted]
To:
Subject: Climagegate...
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009
Phil,
I am writing to you to say that I have read a selection of your dodgy emails that were hacked from one of the UEA's CRU servers earlier this month.
I've known that Green is Red all along, but I hope this little escapade will alert the general public to you liars, cheats, and manipulators. The real science doesn't work in your favour, so you just make it up, like the Marxists you are! You can't get rid of the Medieval Warm Period, and you can't hide the fact that the Earth has been cooling since 1998. You have no credibility - please, just crawl away and rot in a ditch somewhere (at least if you biodegrade naturally, it will be good for the planet!).
(Please don't take the black humour to heart.)

--

From: [Redacted]
To: 
Subject: I do believe
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009
I do believe you're really FUCKED now!
I look forward to the watching the hit squads from developing countries come after you. YOU AND YOUR DATA are responsible for countless DEAD CHILDREN as your data forced these countries to develop very little, if at all..

--

From: [Redacted]
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Subject: ARA scalars
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2009
You fucken derelict and fraud; may I personally kick the shit out of you?
Please send your address.....so I can act on my impulses.
I believe in empiricism. What do you believe in? Santa Claus? Anthropogenic climate change?
The tooth fairy?
Does it matter?

--

Date: Wed, 25 Nov 2009 14:10:14 -0800 (PST)
From: [Redacted]
Subject: Congratulations on your upcoming jail time.
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
Hi Phil, you piece of shit. I hope you enjoy steel bars and gang rape in the shower because your ass is going to jail you socialist bastard.

--

Date: Wed, 25 Nov 2009
From: [Redacted]
Subject: HAI!!! EXPOSED as the God-dam ned Fraud That You ARE!!!!
To: p.jones@uea.ac.uk
You filthy lying degenerate POS.
At least street thugs are honest about the nature of their crimes. They are better than you, and the rest of your repugnant, odious ilk.
Since your credibility is blasted, and your career is over, and you are less useful to Life on Earth than slugworms - why don't you make a real sacrifice for Nature, and go feed yourself to those Polar Bears, you grotesque piece of walking offal?
Go ahead,Do it for the Polar Bears.
Just a Thought,  
[Redacted]  
P.S. - HAHAHAHAHA!!!! FRAUD. 
FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD.